Tuesday, July 14, 2015

8:30 – 9:00  Arrival and networking

9:00 – 9:15  Welcome and Introductions, NTHMP MMS Co-Chairs and Members

9:15 – 9:30  Meeting Goals; Review of recent meeting outcomes, MMS Co-Chairs & Everyone

9:30 – 10:15 Welcome and discussion with NTHMP Chair Aimee Devaris and NWS Tsunami Program Manager Mike Angove

10:15– 10:30 Break

10:30 – 11:10 Update on the Tsunami Currents Benchmark Workshop report

11:10 – 11:30 Discussion on updates to modeling results for offshore safe depths

11:30 – Noon Update from the NTHMP-US Coast Guard Work Group on minimum maritime offshore-safety limits/plans

Noon – 1:00 PM Lunch

1:00 – 2:00 PM Completion of the maritime mapping and modeling guidance

2:00 – 2:15 PM Break

2:15 – 3:45 PM Completion of the maritime mapping and modeling guidance, cont.

3:45 – 4:15 PM Layman’s info on tsunami models, prepare for the joint MES&MMS mtng

4:15 - 4:30 PM Summary and Adjourn
Wednesday, July 15, 2015

8:30 – 9:00  Arrival and networking

9:00 - 9:30 AM  **NTHMP-USGS Collaborations** (Wilson and Ross)

9:30 - 10:15 AM  **Tsunami source characterization**

10:15 -10:30 AM  Break

------------

**Joint MMS & MES Meeting Begins**

10:30 – 11:15  **Maritime Guidance Update - Presentation** (Wilson)
Status and what is needed from the afternoon joint work session to complete the task outcome

11:15 – Noon  **National Tsunami Hazard Assessment Update - Presentation** (Stroker)

Noon – 1:00  Lunch

1:00 – 1:45  **Evacuation Guidelines White Paper – Work session and discussion** (MES leads)
Discussion will also address the decision support tool for populations at risk.

1:45 – 2:30  **MMS Maritime Mapping Guidelines – Work session and discussion**
Transition from mapping to preparedness and response and next steps (MMS leads)

2:30 – 2:45  BREAK

2:45 – 3:00  **Update on tsunami currents benchmarking workshop – Presentation** (MMS)

3:00 – 3:15  **Laymen’s summary of MMS tsunami models – Discussion** (MMS leads)

3:15 – 4:00  **NTHMP Outreach Products – Discussion**
Media outreach strategy (Miller & Rabenold)

4:00 – 5:00  **NTHMP Coordinating Committee Meeting**
Thursday, July 16, 2015

8:30 - 9:00 AM    Arrival and networking

9:00 – 10:15 AM    The landslide tsunami workshop (Grilli and Kirby)

10:15 – 10:30 AM   Break

10:30 – 11:00 AM   DEM production/issues (NGDC)

11:00 – 11:15      Update of Inundation Map Guidelines Document

11:15 – 11:30      Update on Steps for MMS Benchmarked Models

11:30 – Noon       Maintenance: Review & update of outdated materials on website

Noon - 1:00 PM     Lunch

1:00 – 1:30 PM     Review and Evaluation of MMS Performance Metrics (new tasks and guidance based on the NTHMP Strategic Plan)

1:30 – 2:10 PM     Finalize MMS work plan for FY15 and FY16

2:15 – 2:30 PM     Items needing CC approval and planning for the 2016 Annual Meeting

2:30 – 2:45 PM     Break

2:45 – 3:15 PM     NHWAVE - Tsunami inundation benchmark presentation to MMS

3:15 – 4:15 PM     Revisit any MMS unfinished business, items of concern, or hot topics of discussion

4:15 - 4:30 PM     Summary and Adjourn